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Brighton Grammar School, back in the days when I was a secondary level student, had a rather 
grand main entrance leading to the school’s administrative offices, used of course by teachers, 
students, and visiting parents.  In the entrance were photos of current teachers, and paintings of 
head masters going back several years. There were also photos of key sporting events. A large 
beautifully built wooden cabinet, with a locked glass front, held pride of place along the left hand 
wall of the entrance corridor. 
 
This display case contained sporting trophies, of which the headmaster and teachers were 
justifiably proud. Many of these trophies were large silver bowls and cups and other highly 
ornamented vessels. They looked splendid, arranged against a background of purple velvet. 
 
As students, however, we did not hold this cabinet in quite the same reverence that the teachers 
and parents did. 
 
We searched around for a key to the cabinet’s lock. Once we found the right key, we waited for 
an opportunity when no-one was around. We moved the trophies slightly to make room for our 
new exhibit: two beer bottles, one large and one small, beautifully dressed in school colours, 
bright red and deep navy blue. One just had ribbons in school colours, while the other was more 
elaborately attired with a school cap and school tie.   
 
Having made our new arrangement, we carefully locked the cabinet. 
 
Now, the interesting part of this story is… that no-one noticed!  
 
Every day, all the teachers, as well as many others, walked past this cabinet at least twice daily.  
Yet, day after day, we observed our exhibit was quite undisturbed.  
 
Eventually, after nearly two months had passed, our exhibits quietly vanished… without a word 
being said. 
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